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• RES power generation becomes the dominant provider as early as 2023
• The installed RES-E capacity from Wind and PV is expected to raise to 13GW 

by 2024
• The NECP targets for 2030 are under revision towards an increased RES 

ambition and resulting capacity targets
• More than 20GW of PV and Wind are expected to constitute the new RES 

targets for 2030 for power generation
• However even with these increased RES targets only a fraction of the 

expressed investment interest is expected to be attained due to grid/licensing 
bottlenecks

• The sector coupling achievement of the RE-E generation is the next big 
challenge and new market opportunity

Geospatial mapping of RES applications: source RAE

The role of green hydrogen in this evolving energy system

 A new era for RES in the Greek Energy Markets
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Identity of Green Hydrogen 

Green Hydrogen could contribute 
to an efficient RES sector coupling 
and should not be seen as a 
competitive to other technologies 
and/or fuels

Complementarity Strategic planning Innovation 

Green Hydrogen production is 
part of a more comprehensive 
strategy for transition to a 
decarbonized economy, framing 
the current and future role of 
hydrogen in the energy system

Green hydrogen use could also 
achieve decarbonization of previously 
difficult to  address end-uses and 
allow the development of innovative 
applications

.
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Market challenges

Market 
competitiveness

Technology 
readiness

Framework 
maturity

Low Medium High

Low Medium High

Low Medium High

Aid regime 
prospects 

Low Medium High

Low Medium High

End-use 
differentiation

Market 
readiness

Low Medium High

Installation and Production of Green Hydrogen
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Key aspects to be considered under the EU context:

✔ a proposal for a recast of the EU Regulation on the Internal Markets for Renewable and Natural Gases and for Hydrogen:
▪ Proposed Gas and Hydrogen Regulation
▪ Proposed Gas and Hydrogen Directive

✔ Under the RePowerEU is foreseen:
▪ the development of the regulatory framework to promote the European market for hydrogen, 
▪ support of the development of an integrated gas and hydrogen infrastructure, 
▪ storage facilities and ports under the Hydrogen Accelerator initiative

✔ Delegated Act on Renewable Fuels from Non-Biological Origin
▪ rules for what counts as green, or renewable, hydrogen

European 
Context

National 
Hydrogen 
Strategy

Infrastructure 
obligations

Financing 
framework

State aid 
guidelines

Enabling conditions for a Green Hydrogen framework are arising
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Infrastructure obligations and financing framework:
✔ New Gas infrastructures projects have to be hydrogen ready
✔ ENTSOG conditions and blending limits for hydrogen in gas grids
✔ 3rd party access framework to be developed

European 
Context

National 
Hydrogen 
Strategy

Infrastructure 
obligations

Financing 
framework

State aid 
guidelines

National Hydrogen Strategy:
✔ Participation in the H2 IPCEI initiatives
✔ The under finalization national strategy foresees a target for electrolyzer capacity until 2030

✔ CEEAG provides framework for state aid schemes for hydrogen infrastructure , production, transportation

State aid guidelines:

Enabling conditions for a Green Hydrogen framework are arising
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Green deal

Fit for 55

RRF

CEF,  
Innovation, 
Moderniza-t

ion Fund
REPower

EU

State aid 
& 

taxonomy

ETS / 
CBAM / 

SCF

Green hydrogen’s cross-cutting role 
in EU energy governance framework

A comprehensive European governance framework to support the 
green transition targets
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roll out carbon contracts for difference under 
the Innovation Fund to support a full switch of 
the existing hydrogen production in industrial 
processes from natural gas to renewables and 
the transition to hydrogen-based production 
processes in new industrial sectors

@REPower EU initiatives
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1. Mapping all regulatory and licensing requirements for establishing 
Hydrogen framework

2. Assess options/ scenarios on dedicated regulatory framework for 
green hydrogen per type of use

3. Identify licensing and regulatory revision needs for exclusive RES 
generation towards hydrogen production

4. Suggest technical criteria and monitoring mechanisms for the 
certification of the produced hydrogen and its use

5. Propose a GO scheme for green hydrogen

6. Identify interlinkages/complementarities with other under-design 
frameworks for energy carriers (e.g. biomethane, storage)

  Development of specific proposals for the prevailing support scheme

Framework challenges
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Understand technology components, analyze 
technical constraints and define potential operating 
models

Support scheme development process 

Define assumptions framework, including CapEx & OpEx 
needs, pricing mechanisms align with detailed  actual 
supply and installation costs 

Prepare and develop the required financial / quantitative modelling, 
including sensitivity analysis to identify a reference performance and 
set-up an appropriate aid scheme, with emphasis on CfDs 
instruments, possibly even customed per targeted end-use

Mobilize appropriate stakeholders , create market demand

  Built on experience , allow innovation support , aim market interaction
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Next steps

Set tangible green H2 targets for 2030

Assess best examples of H2 regulatory framework

Launch dialogue with stakeholders

Set-up licensing, regulatory and market operation 
framework

Recommendations 

Allow early support of a diversify set of small pilot 
green H2 projects

Focus early support schemes in sectors and 
end-uses with domestic relevance for green H2

Exploit EU green H2 relevant funding opportunities 
and priorities
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